K-5 LANGUAGE ARTS MATERIALS
Approved June 22, 2017

Grades K-2 Literacy Series

Zaner-Bloser: Super Kids, 2017

Approved May 13, 2004

Grades 3-5 Recommended Literacy Series

Houghton Mifflin: Reading, 2005

McGraw-Hill: Reading, 2005
K-5 LANGUAGE ARTS MATERIALS

Approved May 13, 2004

Grades 3-5 Recommended Supplemental Materials

Phonemic Awareness

Multi-sensory (FAST Phonics)
Leveled Books

Benchmark Education: *The Book Room Collection*

Harcourt: *Literature Collections*, 2001

Mondo: *Encyclofact; Guided Reading Kits*

Grade 3-5

National Geographic: *Reading Expeditions, Non-Fiction Readers*

Okapi Educational Materials: *True Books/High Interest* (Science/Social Studies)

Pacific Learning: *Orbit Literacy Solutions*

Scholastic: *Action Book Collection; Sprint Reading; Trio*

Scholastic: *Guided Reading Program:*
  - Red Levels A-Z (70% Fiction)
  - Blue Levels A-T (70% Non-Fiction)
  - Orange Focus (Science/Social Studies/Math)
6-8 LANGUAGE ARTS MATERIALS
Approved May 13, 2004 Grades 6-8

Recommended Literature Series

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston: *Elements of Literature*: 2005
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston:

*Elements of Literature*: 2004
McDougal Littell: *Language of Literature*, 2005

Prentice Hall: *Timeless Voices, Timeless Themes*, 2003

Grades 6-8 Previously Approved Literature Series

McDougal Littell: *Language of Literature*, 1997
Recommended Supplemental Materials

Holt, Rinehart, and Winston: *Content Area Readers*, 2005

Junior Great Books, 2001

McDougal Littell: *Bridges of Literature*, 2005

McDougal Littell: *Language Network*, 2004

Prentice Hall: *Writing and Grammar*, 2003


Grades 6-8 Previously Approved Supplemental Materials

Great Source Publications: 1995 and new editions


Zaner Bloser: *Spell It Write!*, 1995 and new editions
9-10 LANGUAGE ARTS MATERIALS
Approved May 2004

Grades 9-10 Recommended Literature Series
Holt Rinehart and Winston: Elements of Literature, 2005
Prentice Hall: Timeless Voices, Timeless Themes, 2003

Grades 9-10 Previously Approved Literature Series
McDougal Littell: The Language of Literature, 1997